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Dear Friends, 
 
Tina Sprinkle my gracious dear friend and the owner of Pilates 1901 has 
asked me to continue on our Meditation Mindful Living programs. It 
gives me great honor that I’m able to share my knowledge and 
experience with all who are searching for the same peace and balance 
in their lives.  
 
I have often said that meditation saved my life and it continues to do so 
every single day.  
 
Like to share a story I wrote last fall when I started on our TSchool 
program. Its sums up why mediation is a huge part of my life coined 
together with my recent found passion for eating healthier from being 
part of our TSchool program. 
 
My father often said: “Keeping your mind centered and balance creates 
spiritual harmony for your body and soul”. I love that he continues to 
remain the voice of reason, knowledge and spiritual in my head. 
 
Before, I immersed you in my essay here are the programs for the next 
10 lessons on Mindful Living starting May4th. I hope you will be able to 
join me, Tina, and Lisa at Pilates 1901 to help create your path to self-
realization in making your life healthier and it starts with keeping your 
mind centered.  
 

Sequence for each class:  
 

1. Posture, Hands and Breathing – 5/4 
2. Loving Kindness – Heart – 5/11 (dedication to Mother’s) 
3. Intention – 5/18 
4. “Small Moments. Many Times” – along with a walk in the park – 5/25 
5. Gratitude – 6/1 (but on vacation so will have to move this to 6/8 
6. Peace, Happiness and Harmony – 6/15 
7. Surrender – Act of Letting Go – 6/22 
8. Awaken the Warrior – 6/29 
9. Vipassana, - Truth (which means to see things as they really are), – 

7/6 



10. Open Mind - creativity, problem solving, and developing higher 
tolerance. – 7/13 

 
 
Here is an incredible article on why meditation is important: 
http://www.mindful.org/top-10-reasons-to-meditate/ 
 
 
A Better Tomorrow by Suba Nadarajah. 
 
'Tis the season of shedding old leaves and preparing for new ones to 
grow. Every year during this season, it seriously makes me ponder on 
what should I shed and what can I allow space in my life to welcome 
and grow. Fall has always had that affect on me. We are so lucky to live 
so close to nature and have nature be an auspicious and spiritual 
teacher to us.  
 
The marriage of falling leaves, cooler evenings, pumpkins, fall sweaters, 
mulling spices is a holy one for me since I have moved to the U.S. about 
24 years ago. Why else do we call it Mother Nature!  
 
As much as I enjoy the breeze blowing just slightly as I throw on my 
favorite walking sweatshirt in the twilight walks with Bina and as we 
gently sniff the smells of chimineas in the neighborhood…it’s a season of 
reflection, renewal, regrouping and holding on to what makes Suba 
stronger each year. The melting of these 2 seasons…has a profound 
spiritual teaching and meaning to me. And not to mention, October is 
my birthday month. I do it every year to reflect on where I am, and 
where I want to go. Not so much on superficial things but deeply on my 
personal growth. This year especially since it’s my 49th birthday and the 
last of the 40’s decade.  I’m always thinking as I approach a new age 
that I’m just scratching the surface and tasting for a longer adventurous 
journey to come.  
 
Hence, this leads to why I decided to embark on the TSchool program. I 
love what it stands for…Transformation. As a designer and artist, I have 
a long-standing affair with the word transform. That’s what I do…I 
transform the mundane to something exciting and wonderful. So why 
not do it for myself? I wanted to do something that’s good for me. 
Something that will lead me to a new way of living and welcome a new 
beginning of a better me.  
 
Okay, please bear with me here as I dive into my pity-party for a bit to 
give you some context of my health life. I have lived and suffered with 
chronic IBS all my life as an early tender age of 6 years old. So for 40 



somewhat years…I have lived with pain and more pain each day of my 
life. Yo-yoing from severe pains to numerous stomach and colon 
procedures, surgeries and have experimented with every medication 
invented under the sun but only to learn the same old story of not 
getting any better. I know… could go on forever, really, but each time…I 
stayed strong and positive. Never defeated by the pain and always 
looking into a better tomorrow. My Hindu teachings of taking one day 
at the time and staying in the presences has got me through the day 
and the next and the next. I have read books after books and tried just 
about everything and anything, and I thought I was getting a hang of 
controlling my life from cutting out certain types of food until about 4 
years ago I was infected by a stomach bug and only to find out after 
being really ill, that the bug has caused somewhat of a permanent 
damage to the motility of my stomach. Little did I know that my 
stomach problems are only going to get worst and what I had before 
was only the beginning. 
 
One fall morning in 2012, I was diagnosed with idiopathic gastroparesis. 
Gastroparesis, also called delayed gastric emptying, is a disorder that 
slows or stops the movement of food from the stomach to the small 
intestine. It’s partial paralysis of the stomach. I was upset and shocked 
when I heard my doctor say those words to me. He said you may or 
may not ever recover. Here I am for the past 40 years of my life already 
in great pain and struggles with IBS and now this. “It can’t be,” I said to 
myself. How much more stomach issues can I manage? What more can I 
not eat? I’ve struggled with health-related anxiety for many years due 
to my sudden attacks of IBS. I was in a very sad place in my heart as I 
left the hospital. I never experienced depression until that very moment.  
 
I went home, invited all my emotional senses that you typically would 
when you are sad and had my own memorable pity-party. If we’re 
speaking honestly, I think the stress of that pity-party event is a 
significant piece and one of my turning points in my life. I could hear my 
deceased father’s voice in my head saying, “You can stay here and feel 
sorry for the rest of your life” or “you can fight this”. I wiped my tears 
which was already forming a permanent line on my face and said to 
myself, “My stomach is paralyzed but my soul isn’t and its not cancer or 
anything life-threatening. I’m ready to face this and fight it. ” And that 
was my ultimate revelation to pull myself together. Of course not to say 
the fear of something terrible happening to me has occupied my every 
waking moment. I know I have to be stronger than I have ever been to 
fight this ambiguous struggle. Little did I know what I bargain for and 
consequently, the following three years have been the most difficult 
times of my life. More difficult than my experience with Chronic IBS, 
even more constant severe pain along with nausea, lack of sleep and 



not to mention trying to stay strong during the day at work and going 
home feeling absolutely wiped out. It’s no fun when you have to walk 
around most days on constant alert, with the fear that another medical 
emergency is just around the corner. I was basically a ticking time 
bomb. 
 
In many ways, living with IBS and Gastroparesis has prepared me for 
this part of my journey. I have come to realization that living well with 
my stomach issues is all about self-care. Overcoming anxiety, at least in 
my experience, is also significantly dependent on self-care. 
Unfortunately, I’ve let my self-care slide over the past two years and 
both my physical and mental health have been greatly impacted. When 
I say slide over…I mean mental health. I have created a place in my head, 
of sympathy, self-pity, and a dark place where I can feel better if I start 
feeling sorry for myself but slowly and surely that energy turned into 
something bigger than my own stomach issues. Much of this time went 
towards anxiety, which gradually worsen my mental health. I was for 
one did not show it outwardly but was softly and surely eating up my 
strength to keep living, staying strong and focused. Focusing on how 
debilitating it was, how much I wanted to get rid of it, how hard it 
seemed to get it under control was my obsession for the last 4 years. 
This, too, reminded me of my journey with IBS and how those early 
years I spent battling my reality, wishing I never had any stomach issues 
came back and was eating up my life once again. My mental health was 
diminishing.  
 
So, I reach rock bottom early this year around April. Than, I decided I 
must control my life. I read this verse by Nelson Mandela “May your 
choices reflect your hopes, not your fears” and it sunk deep into my 
heart and every vessel of my blood. I spent a few days exploring the 
Internet finding for an answer to my struggle. I thought, there must be 
someone out there with a similar condition. With my relaxed nature of 
staying calm, I meditated and prayed on finding my solution. There's 
nothing on this earth that makes me feel more connected to my religion 
or my soul than sitting down after a long day and talking to god or my 
father or my soul to find my peace.  
 
I did not fall into my trap of self-pity and decided that I can control my 
self-care with drawing strength with things that makes me physically 
stronger. I drew strength from Pilates, from my recently found passion 
for horse riding, continuing my long walks and continuing my daily 
prayers and meditations. With all that, one day I stumbled upon this 
book, which basically changed my whole life. I knew that was the doing 
of my father. The book called Breaking The Vicious Cycle by Elaine 
Gottschall. It talks about cutting grains and sugar all together. The book 



is about: “The Specific Carbohydrate Diet™ has helped many thousands 
of people with various forms of bowel disease and other ailments vastly 
improve their quality of life. In many cases people consider themselves 
cured. It is a diet intended mainly for Crohn's disease, ulcerative colitis, 
celiac disease, diverticulitis, cystic fibrosis and chronic diarrhea.” I saw 
great results immediately. Days went by and weeks went by with fewer 
flare-ups. I found myself, one evening while walking even asking myself. 
“Something feels odd and different…but I like this odd feeling” and 
realize that I wasn’t in pain. Is this how to live with no pain? This is 
wonderful. I felt like a little child taking a first taste of ice cream and 
feeling this is amazing. I like this new taste of life…so how do I sustain 
this new life. 
 
Making the decision to truly start prioritizing self-care once again is why 
I’m in this program. Really reminding myself how important it is to stay 
on plan and also being an inspiration to someone else who will need a 
guiding hand.  
 
My daily affirmations with this TSchool program have helped me 
prioritize my life and putting in order of the things that matters most to 
keep my mind healthy. I like that constant reminder that my life and my 
health are in my own hands. I have learned that the mind is stronger 
than the body. Keeping it healthy, keeps my body healthier. I’m 
continuing my walks, my Pilates practice, my riding lessons, I’m sleeping 
better, I’m eating cleaner which leads to a healthier lifestyle, focusing on 
my meditations, and most of all loving myself and being kind and gentle 
to my body, mind and soul. Since starting on this program I find myself 
not going down the perpetual spiral of anxiety and fear. If there is a 
flare up…this too shall pass as I’m focusing on a better me. 
 
There is no finer way to say that I have never been stronger mentally 
and physically. As I embark into my new decade I want to be a stronger 
healthier me. My journey is a long one but as I see it…I’m getting 
stronger each day.  
 
Namaste. 
 


